
How to reach our institute

- From Roissy - Charles de Gaulle Airport take RER B (RER are trains, there

is one train every 15 min) and connect to RER C line at the station Saint

Michel/Notre Dame, downtown Paris (after Chatelet).

At the station Saint Michel/Notre Dame take RER C. 2 possibilities :

- Trains going to Saint Quentin en Yvelines stop at Saint-Cyr

L’Ecole and walk to the institute or take the bus 401.

- Trains going to Versailles Rive Gauche, Château de Versailles,

stop at this station and take the bus (401, 40, 11, 44)

- From Orly Airport take the train called Orlyval and stop at Antony the

terminus. At Antony take the line RER B and stop at Massy-Palaiseau. At

Massy Palaiseau take the RER C and stop at Versailles Chantiers. You can

reach INRA by taking the bus 11.

- From Gare du Nord take the train RER B and connect to RER C at the

station Saint-Michel/Notre Dame, downtown Paris (see above).

- From Gare de l’Est take the metro direction Porte d’orléans and connect to

RER C at the station Saint Michel/Notre Dame (see above).

- From Montparnasse railway station (downtown Paris) you can reach directly

Saint-Cyr L’Ecole by taking a train heading for Plaisir or Rambouillet, but

you should verify that the train does stop at Saint Cyr station (a few trains

headed for Rambouillet do not stop at Saint Cyr).

Railway Stations:
Versailles Rive Gauche
Versailles Chantiers
Saint-Cyr l’Ecole

Bus Stations:
Gare Rive Gauche(bus 40,401,11, 44)
Gare des Chantiers (bus 11)
Gare de Saint-Cyr (Bus  401)

INRA (Bus 40,  Bus 401,  Bus 11,  Bus 
44)

Versailles Castle

MAPS (Versailles and INRAE)

The institute is at 15 min walking distance from Saint-Cyr l’Ecole station (see map). Walk downhill on your

right at the exit of the station, and reach the main road Nationale 10 (through the parking lot), where you

turn right in the direction of Versailles. The INRAE institute is located on your left at the traffic light about

one kilometer from Saint Cyr. From Saint-Cyr railway station to our institute it is also possible to take the

bus 401.
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